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About This Game

In Zulu Response play either as a British soldier or Zulu warrior in first person in a simulated tactical game for singleplayer,
4 person co-op or 8 person mulitplayer.

The game is based off true stories from the African Anglo Zulu wars of 1879 where each player has a squad of intelligent AI
plus reserves at their command.

Command a Squad of AI

There are different classes of player with each having a unique squad of Zulu or British AI to command. The AI can be
commanded as a whole unit, smaller groups or individually.

The size of a squad and number of reserves depend on the player class and whether they are Zulu or British.

The player can:

assign rally point destinations, generic target areas or have AI follow you

command the British AI to form up in battle lines of standing and crouched

assign British AI target locations and order them to fire on command
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Command each line of AI to fire at once or alternate between standing and crouched soldiers to create a constant hail of
bullets

Configurable Options

There are many configurable game options which make each game unique. Adjust realism settings for weapons, AI skill,
environment, movement and tiredness during battle:

Tiredness impacting player movement

Weapons and melee effectiveness, adjust for each player and AI class

Adjust levels that impact AI tiredness in battle

Update the speed and frequency that AI move, fight and detect a target

Adjust Zulu speed and movement based on health

Command distance: will AI only respond to orders if in hearing range

Select game objectives like walls to breach, target spawn areas and numbers to escape

Game timer

Choose to have weapons smoke linger on the battlefield and create an eerie smoky battlefield

Iron sight or cross hair

Re-spawn or have it hardcore and realistic where player death ends game

Options for AI quick recognition: choose none, name or have symbol tags appear above AI in your squad

Reload: auto or player initiates

Spear impalement

Soldier cowardice: set a level that impacts desertion and AI morale in battle

Frequency of player requested Zulu charges

Percentage of Zulus that form an Impi charge

Number of reserves for a player

Choose an in game marker cursor

Medals and Rewards

Earn medals (British) or rewards (zulu) in game. Your AI will respect a commander who has earned medals and rewards and
will fight harder or trade them in whilst in game for a benefit.

Realistic Maps
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The maps are realistic and based on the actual battlefields of 1879. They have been scaled to the real world and based off
satellite images, old drawings and maps from the period.

Relive the Battles

We've based our maps and gameplay off the actual battles or flash points from the war.
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Title: Zulu Response
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Web Interactive Solutions
Publisher:
Web Interactive Solutions
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: i3 3250

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce GT 630 / Radeon HD 7660D

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 7 GB available space

Additional Notes: Visual C++ Redistributable 2010 required, port forwarding, want to host network games

English
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Completely ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t, Candy Crush like, Story ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t, slow...
You will end up wondering why you've spent this time playing it. I'll start off by saying that Spark is a good game. It is an arcade
style shoot 'em up with 3 different modes. Arcade-style means that your goal is to get to the highest score possible, and when
you die... you have to restart. This means there is no real progression, the only progression is in your skills and how far you can
get and how high a score you can achieve. I personally enjoy this type of game, but people searching for a compelling story and
level progression should probably search elsewhere.

Gameplay wise. Spark IS fantastic. The combo system is what makes this game stand out from other shmups. You have access
to four different bullets, if you shoot the slower more powerful ones... you get exhausted fast. That means that you have to
balance getting the big bullets out there for big combos, and shooting smaller bullets to keep the mobs cleared. When you
combine the big bullets with the small bullets, you get COMBOS. Combos are what make Spark great, there are so many
different combos, every time I play I feel like i am discovering new and better ways to destroy enemies. Also, it seeing the
colorful explosions of bullets all across the screen is great and reminds me of fire works.

The game is very difficult if you are not a shmup player. It seems to be balanced around knowledge of the combo system, so if
you are not using combos it is likely you will get overwhelmed very fast. This can lead to a frustrating learning curve. After you
get some combos\/super combos down, the game feels more like a traditional shmup and is more about dodging and hitting big
combos than anything. When you get to that point, it is super satisfying... but the road leading to that can be VERY hard for new
players.

PROS:

 Awesome and unique concept with the combo system.

 Good enemy variety

 High skill ceiling

 AMAZING SOUNDTRACK (seriously I love it)
CONS:

 Long tutorial

 Difficult learning curve

 No story or level\/character progression

Overall, I recommend this game. If you don't think its worth the price, just catch it on sale!. wow where to start,
this game has something for everyone. you like dark souls get this game, you like gta get this game, you like
skyrim get this game, you like sonic the warehog get this game, you like 12 year old hentai
tentacle\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665get this game. the combat is on the levels of cod 4 mw, the
graphics of crysis, the story of half life, with a lore deeper than the elder scrolls. i cannot recomend this enough,
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after playing this game you can truely say that you have \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed a 10 year olds mum. Cant
wait for the DLC to come out, which will surely add tonnes of new content. rumor has it that the sequal will be at
e3. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 DEATH STRANDING \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 UNDERTALE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 JUST CAUSE GET THIS GAME. What a wonderfully odd game. Try it in a sale. I
didn't like it, but you just might if you have a high level of tolerance for philosophical musing, ropey English
translations, and gameplay mechanics that are poorly explained.. While the route looks great the provided trains
have poor functionality which ruins the experience of the route. Calling this product a game would be an
overstatement.

There are no choices to speek of, so it's not even a Visual Novel.
Right from the get-go, Dead End Junction presents itself a digital dime novel.
And its easy to see why; It was build from the ground up to be a short, pulpy cowboy flick. But that doesn't mean
it's bad, as i learned.
8 hours may seem on the short side for VN's, but because of it, DEJ has got really excellent pacing. There is
always someting going on and no plotpoint is lingered on to long.
The characters are very well written, and although some are a bit trope-y, they play off each other superbly.
And finally, the world of DEJ is great. At the start it seems like your typical Wild-West World but it dosn't take
long until this notion is abandoned for a much more interesting setting.

The only valid criticism i have is that the action is downplayed quite a lot. All fights are just one still frame and
some sounds. There isn't even a description of the fight, its just *kling* *klung* [Fate to Black] and thats it.

All in all a very solid ga- digital dime novel thats best experienced over the course of a week in small chunks.

7/10. it was fun while it lasted. After 15 mins of this game I give up.

5.5/10
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If you like dragons, classic jump & run games and got enough patience (it\u00b4s a hard one) you\u00b4re here right.
. you cant even just buy the game you have to buy a bundle
. amazing game its amazing that you can travel planets recommended for terraria and minecraft players or pixel fans. It IS NOT
tower defence game. It is just bad design shooter. I will consider to buy it when price will drop to 0.20$. Not worth even one
cent more.. A good attempt at creating a casual, puzzle game genre. Clearly great thought has gone into the puzzle aspects, but
for me, on the oculus rift, I felt it needed more polish. The graphics were indeed cute overload but the cat noises drove me to
insanity. An excellent first foray into VR games development but ultimately just not that fun. It has the potential for satisfaction
to be baked into the game mechanics but this hasn't been acted upon. I can't recommend this as it stands but I hope it get's
improved and I'd be happy to revisit it. I've recorded a YouTube review here -> https:\/\/youtu.be\/1kj1m9ZxURI
. Try the free demo, I did and then bought the game.

A truly immersive little game that made me want to reach out and pick up the characters. There is something quite Lego about
the cute style & levels, Skylanders in the gameplay and a good old RPG collect, upgrade and progress mechanic. The actions
feel accurate, the head tracking aimed ballista mini game is a great way to introduce the mechanic and I like the way thee
difficulty ramps up in the next level.

With the standard seated (Rift) 'blink' movement controls I found the VR sense great, the alternative 'always follow' mode gave
me motion sickness in the first couple of seconds - I switched back and all was fine again.

We've tried quite a few of the early VR experiences and they tend to be quite short, this seems to have a fair bit more content
even in Early Access.

The developer is highly responsive in the community pages too should you run into any problems. Good job so far.

I'll update this review as we play more of the game from both adult and younger player perspectives.
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